We are seeking qualified, experienced experts to review the biostatistical aspects of submitted articles to *Neurology®*. We welcome those specializing in biostatistics with a background in experimental design and the review of randomized clinical trials, observational studies, genetic studies, and imaging studies in the neurodegenerative diseases.

We particularly need reviews for studies involving clinical trial methodology (assessing therapeutics and diagnostics particularly), modeling (risk factors, outcomes), and occasionally other types of studies that involve human participants.

As the most widely read and cited journal in clinical neurology, we consider the input of our peer reviewers vital to our process of bringing the best of scientific literature to our readers. Biostatistical reviewers assist our Editors in making final decisions and enable authors to revise their work. These are examples of articles in where we requested a statistical review: [http://bit.ly/2pNOhJk](http://bit.ly/2pNOhJk), [http://bit.ly/2pgZ9MI](http://bit.ly/2pgZ9MI)

If you can recommend anyone in your department that can assist *Neurology* and benefit from this experience, please send name and C.V. to Morgan Sorenson at [msorenson@neurology.org](mailto:msorenson@neurology.org)

Many thanks for the consideration,

Robert A. Gross, MD, PhD, FAAN  
Editor-in-Chief, *Neurology Journals*